Come Down to Earth, Boys

When Greenfieldinstead grad students began their study of the solar system, they started something. Donald Thompson and David Atcherley were the two researchers who decided to study the behavior of meteoroids. They identified 18 meteoroids that had passed through the instrument, and they concluded that there were only a few who had passed through the instrument. They concluded that the instrument was not able to catch them.

In a Hurry?
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Be Wise—Use Classifieds!

ONLY 5% LIKE
JAZZ

JAZZ LOVERS have a hard time finding a really good selection of Records to choose from. Sales of Jazz Records are now only 5% of total sales, so most stores won’t “there” title collection of the same to cater them. Thus, when records are only a little bit, it may be a case of plaint “Don’t Time.” But at MARTY’s, records are our ONLY business. So, in this new category of recorded music, we have a superior Jazz collection, carefully chosen. You’ll be pleasantly surprised when you browse through it!

$3 SAVE $$$

Receive FREE an exclusive Bonus Coupon worth $3—we with every 15 records you buy.

MARTY’S BONUS CUPON

MARTY’S RECORDS

Conveniently located—OUTH
PAUSE FREE outside our door!
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COVERED FROM THIRTEEN YEARS...

TADBETT & AUTO TRIMMERS

Wholesale Discounts

Most beautiful change... most dramatic advance at the Show!

Come to the Automobile Show and feast your eyes on the biggest, most beautiful change any car ever made in a single year—Pontiac ‘59! One look at this brilliant new beauty with exclusive Wide-Track Wheels tells you that here, truly, is the newest, most dramatic car of this or any other year. For Wide-Track Wheels not only give Pontiac super-modern look, they make possible a new, low, crisp-tailored look no other car can offer! But there’s still more that sets Pontiac for ‘59 apart from all other cars—much, much more that will make you glad at the Pontiac exhibit the high point of the entire show.

EXCLUSIVELY TOURED—WIDE-TRACK WHEELS

The wheels are raised 2½ inches for the lowest, streamline smoothness in America—home cooling for engine and speedier breeze across the passenger’s face. Better grip, better control for the supreme ride, supreme handling. You get the most beautiful model you’ve ever known in America’s Number One Road Car—Pontiac for 1959!

PONTIAC!
America’s Number 1 Road Car!

SEE YOUR LOCAL AUTHORIZED PONTIAC DEALER.

WILSON PONTIAC-CADILLAC
1260 W. WOODWARD
BIRMINGHAM

ALSO SEE THE BRITISH-CRAFTED

Vauxhall, Your Best Import Buy

SOLD ONLY BY PONTIAC DEALERS